Abstract-We report the first observation of an injection-locked laser oscillator whose bandwidth increases. with injected intensity. We have seen this effect in an HgBr oscillator. Measurements of the locked oscillator bandwidth versus injected intensity are presented.
M
ANY potential laser applications require tunable, narrow ,bandwidth, and high-efficiency devices. Injection locking is an important practical technique for increasing the spectral brightness of high-power lasers. This method has been used to obtain high efficiency, narrow bandwidth oscillation in KrF [ l ] , [ 2 ] , XeCl [ l ] , XeF [3] , and HgBr [4] lasers. In our recent experiments on the injection locking of an HgBr laser, we have demonstrated high efficiency, narrow bandwidth oscdlation throughout the spectral region between 500 and 505 nm. We now report the first investigation of the locked HgBr laser bandwidth versus injected intensity.
Measurements of the injection-locked laser linewidth as the injected intensity is varied over nearly eight decades are presented. We have encountered a limit to the spectral narrowing which can be achieved in our experimental system, and a qualitative explanation of these effects are presented.
A schematic block diagram of our experimental system appears in Fig. 1 . The master oscillator is a Candela flashlamp pumped dye laser which provides a 200 ns duration pulse with a spectral linewidth of 0.02 nm FWHM. A beam expander ensured complete spatial overlap of the injected master oscillator flux with the slave laser active volume. The master oscillator flux was coupled into the slave laser through the 50 percent transmitting mirror M1. The master and slave oscillator cavities were adjusted to be collinear and no attempt was made to mode match the two cavities.
The slave laser is the ultraviolet preionized avalanche discharge excited HgBr laser previously described [4] . For this investigation, the gas mix consisted of 975 torr Ne and 25 torr Nz (measured at 20°C) with 2.3 torr of natural isotopic abundance HgBr, (155°C). This buffer gas mixture provides the optimum laser efficiency at 57 mJ output. The slave laser resonator is a stable cavity formed by two 3 m radius of curvature mirrors 'with reflectivities of 50 and 90 percent. When this device is operated as a free running oscillator the laser spectrum consists of two bands [4] centered at 502 and 504 nm with bandwidths of roughly 0.5 nm.
Finally, diagnostics on our injection-locked device were performed by monitoring the radiation transmitted through M2, a 10 percent transmitter. The temporal waveform of the spectrally integrated laser pulse was measured with an ITT model F4000 fast photodiode and displayed on a Tektronix model 7834 500 MHz storage oscdloscope. Simultaneously with the temporal measurements, we measured the laser energy spectrum using a Princeton Applied Research model 1205D Optical Multichannel analyzer mounted on a Jarrel Ash 1 m monochrometer. The spectrometer was equipped with a 1180 gr/mm diffraction grating. We measured the spatially averaged master oscillator flux circulating inside the slave laser cavity, using the Gentec joulemeter and a fast photodiode. Injection locking of a pulsed laser may occur if the master oscillator seed flux fills the slave resonator and dominates the slave laser cavity flux at the moment threshold is reached [5] .
This was ensured by first firing the master oscillator and delaying the slave oscillator trigger to position the 50 ns slave laser pulse in the middle of a convenient 200 ns dye laser pulse. As a practical point we note that a shorter seed pulse duration should also be adequate [5] , [6] .
The spectral bandwidth of the injection-locked HgBr laser exhibits two unique features not observed in any other injection-locked lasers. When injection locking with a broad bandwidth master oscillator (0.2 nm FWHM), the locked laser linewidth is limited by the master oscillator bandwidth and within our experimental error no significant variations of the slave laser spectrum were observed over several decades of injected flux intensity. That behavior is characteristic of a homogeneously broadened laser system [6] . However, injection locking with a narrow bandwidth master oscillator (0.025 nm FWHM), the slave laser bandwidth is always at least 0.05 nm or twice the master oscillator bandwidth, even when the HgBr laser is completely locked. Furthermore, the slave laser bandwidth increases at higher injection fluxes. In addition, when locking outside the 502-505 nm region, we found that if we have incomplete locking, the locked portion slave spectrum nar-US. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright rows to the master oscillator bandwidth and most of the radiation outside this bandwidth appears in the unlocked oscillator spectrum. Fig. 2 is a plot of the HgBr laser spectrum full width at half maximum versus the log of the injected flux intensity. The master oscillator was tuned to 501.99 nm with a 0.025 nm (FWHM) bandwidth. The injected flux was varied over eight decades by placing calibrated neutral density filters between the master and slave oscillator. Finally, the data presented were measured on several separate days. This data can be divided into three regions. There is only one point in the first region, 0.2 mW/cm2 injected flux, here the slave laser is very weakly locked and the laser spectrum near the injection wavelength is narrowed considerably (0.08 nm). However, the bulk of the laser energy is emitted outside the locked bandwidth. As the injected flux intensity is reduced further, the linewidth broadens, eventually reaching the free oscillator linewidth. Next, we have injected fluxes between 1 mW/cm2 and 1 W/cm2. In this region the slave laser output is not yet completely locked; however, the spectral bandwidth at the injected frequency is 0.05 nm, twice the master oscillator bandwidth.
Finally, we have the region from 2 W/cm2 to 10 kW/cm2. Here the slave laser output is completely locked and the laser linewidth increases with the logarithm of the injected flux. While the data presented are for 501.99 nm, less detailed measurements at 503 and 504 nm show the same behavior. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first time that an injection-locked laser has exhibited a spectral bandwidth which depends on the magnitude of the injected flux. Both of these effects are direct consequences of the fact that in the HgBr laser, energy is stored in all twelve of the important HgBr isotopes as well as in a multitude of vibrational and rotational energy levels, which are not all collisionally coupled on time scales short compared to the stimulated emission rate of the HgBr(B) molecules. Thus, for narrow bandwidth (0.025 nm) radiation, the medium appears inhomogeneously broadened. The homogeneous characteristics of the laser medium when probed broadband are a consequence of the high density of transitions in the HgBr(B-X) spectrum.
The observed line broadening can be qualitatively understood by considering the following. The injected master oscillator energy spectrum is not rectangular but instead, the energy spectrum falls off gradually on either side of line center. Next, we note that the extracted energy depends only weakly on the injection flux [4] . In fact, a three order of magnitude change in injected flux increases the output by only 30 percent. Finally, if different transitions in HgBr originate from energy levels which do not compete effectively for gain, then the slave laser output spectrum can be broader than the master oscillator spectrum. The mechanism for this can be explained as follows: the extracted energy on uncoupled transitions can be similiar due to the weak dependence of the slave laser output on injected flux intensity; that is, the energy extracted in the wings of the master oscillator frequency spectrum can be nearly the same as the energy extracted at line center, thus resulting in an increase of the injection-locked slave laser bandwidth relative to the master oscillator bandwidth. Furthermore, as the injected flux is increased, the injection-locked slave laser bandwidth slowly increases due to this same effect. If a narrower bandwidth master oscillator is employed, it should reduce the slave oscillator bandwidth; however, the efficiency of the extraction will most likely be reduced also, due to the limited accessibility of the HgBr(B) molecules withm the laser bandwidth. In order to efficiently narrow the HgBr spectrum to less than 0.025 nm, isotopically pure HgBr, will probably be necessary, and raising the buffer gas pressure to increase collisional mixing rates may also be necessary. It is not yet clear which of these two processes is limiting the laser linewidth. In summary, we have measured the injection locked bandwidth of an HgBr laser and have found that the locked bandwidth is always at least twice the master oscillator bandwidth of 0.025 nm and increased slightly with the injected intensity to a maximum of 0.075 nm when 8 kW/cm2 was injected. Neither of these effects have been observed before, and they are both consequences of either multilevel systems with collisional mixing rates considerably slower than the stimulated emission rates, or the twelve isotopes of our HgBrz which are a consequence of using naturally occurring Hg and Br. While these effects do limit our current system, they can be overcome to some degree by using isotopically pure HgBr, and/or operating at high buffer gas pressures to increase collisional mixing.
